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Over the past year or two, recent advancements in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) have
captivated the public’s attention. The tendency has resulted in the stock prices of companies leading
this paradigm shift in technology rising dramatically. This is especially evident with Nvidia (NVDA
-0.46%), a chipmaker whose graphics processing units (GPUs) are now considered the industry
standard for artificial intelligence.

 

The company’s rapid rise has been powered by its unmatched business success and consistent
execution. The surge in demand for AI has resulted in triple-digit revenue and profit growth, which
has sent Nvidia’s stock up 540% since the beginning of the year. But that’s only the start. Nvidia‘s
stock has skyrocketed from a split-adjusted price of $0.25 to more than $939 since the company’s
IPO in early 1999, resulting in staggering gains of 375,500%.

 

On Wednesday, Nvidia announced that it will split its shares for the first time since July 2020 in
conjunction with the presentation of the company’s quarterly results. The split was probably sparked
by the stock’s more than 800% increase in the nearly four years since. An already popular stock is
seeing a surge in demand as a result of this disclosure. Let’s examine how a stock split operates and
what it implies for investors.
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Key Takeaways:

 

The strong performance history of Nvidia has contributed to a rise in the company’s stock
price.
A 10-for-1 stock split was announced by management, and it will happen in June.
Even while a stock split doesn’t justify purchasing Nvidia shares on its own, there are still
many good reasons to invest in the semiconductor manufacturer.

 

What Is a Stock Split?

The purpose of a stock split is to increase the availability of a company’s shares without reducing
their market value by increasing the number of shares and decreasing their price per share. The
share price can go up with any kind of split, whether it’s a regular or reverse split. Shareholder
ownership is adjusted proportionally through the process. Take Apple’sApple 0.0% 2020 as an
example; they became more “friendly” and attractive to a larger variety of potential investors by
dividing their shares 4-for-1.

 

Dividends are a common way for companies to attract small investors by making their shares more
affordable. More trade volume and liquidity could result from this accessibility. When companies
announce splits, it sends a positive psychological signal to the market that they are confident in their
future growth and that they will attract more investors.
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What does NVIDIA 10 to 1 Split Mean?
 

A 10-for-1 forward stock split was authorized by Nvidia’s board of directors, according to the
company’s announcement. Nvidia claims that this is the eventual consequence of a revision to the
Restated Certificate of Incorporation that “will result in a proportionate increase of the number of
shares of authorized common stock.”

 

Shareholders whose records are up to date as of June 6, 2024, will be credited with nine more
shares for every share they possess following Friday, June 7’s market close, due to this stock split.
On June 10, the stock is anticipated to start trading after a split.

 

There will be no action required on the part of Nvidia stockholders to acquire the extra shares of
stock. Behind the scenes, the particulars are managed by brokerage firms and investment banks.
Investors won’t have to do anything special to see the stock-split shares in their accounts. Investors
shouldn’t be alarmed if the newly issued shares don’t appear right away on June 7. The timing can
vary from brokerage to brokerage and can take hours—or even days—for the additional shares to
materialize.

 

To better understand the stock split process, it can be helpful to include numbers. As of this writing,
one share of Nvidia stock is going for about $950. After the split, investors will own 10 shares, each
of which is worth $95 dollars.
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Is a Stock Split a Positive Thing?

The preceding example demonstrates that the split will not affect the overall worth of ownership;
rather, it will just provide a new perspective on the entire. To rephrase, the quantity of pizza you get
out of a single purchase is unaffected by whether you cut it into eight or sixteen slices. The same
logic applies to Nvidia shareholders; they will only have more shares at a lower price.
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Some think that, in the end, investor sentiment will determine the share price, with anticipation of
the stock split likely playing a role. Shares may be more appealing to individual investors at a
reduced price, according to some. The announcement does in fact state that management intends for
the split to “make stock ownership more accessible to employees and investors.” Although it does
happen sometimes, investors usually get over the initial excitement and go back to focusing on the
real thing: the company’s financial and operational performance. it’s what determines whether the
stock price goes up or down.
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Should I Buy NVIDIA before the Stock Split?
 

Nvidia is a semiconductor specialist for several reasons, not the least of which being the stock split.
There is ample proof for that claim in the company’s financial report, which investors may easily
peruse.

 

Revenue for Nvidia’s fiscal 2025 first quarter, which concluded on April 28, increased 18% from the
previous quarter, reaching a record $26 billion, an increase of 262% year over year. The result was a
461% increase to $6.12 in adjusted EPS.
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To put that in perspective, Nvidia easily outpaced forecasts, as the consensus estimates of experts
were predicting $24.65 billion in revenue and $5.59 in earnings per share.

 

Without a shadow of a doubt, record data center revenue of $22.6 billion, up 427% year over year
and accounting for 87% of Nvidia’s total sales, was driven by solid demand for generative AI.

 

Nvidia also announced a huge change for shareholders: the quarterly dividend has been boosted
from $0.04 to $0.10 per share, or $0.01 after the split, a 150% increase. On June 28, you will get the
first payment of the higher dividend. The yield, at its new, higher level, will still be pitiful—just
0.41%—even after accounting for inflation.

 

Another reason to be positive is that the AI revolution is still in its early stages. Expert industry
Research predicts that the global artificial intelligence industry would increase from its 2023
valuation of $2.4 trillion to a whopping $30.1 trillion by 2032, a growth rate of 32% CAGR. The
future seems bright for Nvidia as they continue to set the bar high for GPUs utilized in AI.

 

Due to the impending stock split, investors should not purchase shares. But Nvidia’s phenomenal
stock price gains, together with its history of solid operational and financial outcomes, demonstrate
why the company is still a great investment.

 

The pricing of Nvidia may turn off some investors, but that’s the price you pay. Nvidia stock is
trading at 37 times its projected earnings, even though the company has delivered four quarters in a
row of revenue and profit growth in the triple digits. Such strong expansion is worth the little cost.

 

Nvidia stock is a buy because of it.
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Should You Buy Nvidia for $1,000 Now?
 

Think about this before you invest in Nvidia stock:
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The expert team at Motley Fool Stock Advisor has just released their list of the top ten stocks that
investors should purchase right now… of which Nvidia was not a part. In the years to come, the ten
equities that were selected have the potential to generate enormous profits.

 

Thinking back to when Nvidia put this list together on April 15, 2005, you would have $584,435!* if
you had invested $1,000 when we recommended it.
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How to Trade Crypto Futures on BTCC?
 

 

Now you can trade BTC on  BTCC. BTCC supports a diverse selection of cryptocurrencies for
trading. This includes popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin
(LTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), and others. BTCC also offers products such as crypto, gold, and
tokenized stocks to help investors rationally allocate their assets.

 

1. Register an Account

 

Join BTCC now and get up to 10,055 USDT when you deposit and trade. Click the button below to
sign up now.
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2. Deposit Funds

 

Once your account is set up, you’ll need to deposit funds into your BTCC account. BTCC may offer
various deposit methods such as bank transfers, cryptocurrency deposits, or other payment options.
Choose the method that works best for you and follow the instructions provided to deposit funds into
your account. BTCC mainly offers USDT margin and future trading. Therefore, you need to buy
USDT  before trading.
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3.How to trade BTC?

 

Here are the steps to trade BTC on BTCC

 

1) First, tap “Futures” on the website homepage

 

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/markets/buy/Tether USDt


 

2) Select a product you would like to trade from the list here. BTCC currently offers daily and
perpetual futures

 



 

 

3) Check time to settlement.  The settlement time of these futures type is different, you can check
the time for settlement for each product here.

 

 



 

 

4) After choosing product, you can decide whther you would like to buy or sell it.  You only need to
own USDT to trade USDT-margined futures.  That is to say you can sell BTCUSDT futures without
owing any BTC Coin.

 

 

 

5) Then select your order type, and choose your leverage.



 

 

 

 

If you choose Limit or SL/TP order, you will need to enter your order price here.

 

 

 

Enter the quantity or choose the percentage under the quantity field.



 

 

 

 

You can also set up stop loss or take profit targets to limit losses or maximise earnings.

 



 

 

 

6)After everything is set up, Buy or  Sell to play your order. A confirmation window will show up,
 check if all info is correct and click [Confirm] to open the position.

 

 

 

BTCC FAQs

1.Can U.S. traders use the BTCC exchange?

Of course, BTCC accepts US traders on its platform. They can sell, purchase, or trade bitcoins in the
excess marketplace using the BTCC exchange. And, of course, any USD deposits must be KYC-
verified first.

 

2.What can you trade on the BTCC?

BTCC allows users to trade over 300 crypto futures, including USDT-margined and coin-margined
options. Traders can use up to 225x leverage to enhance their trades. Furthermore, the site provides
handy choices for both cryptocurrency and fiat deposits.

 

3.Is BTCC the ideal exchange for you?

If Bitcoin trading is your top priority, BTCC is definitely the finest exchange for you. This company
has been focused on Bitcoin since 2011 and provides a user-friendly platform for all types of traders,
both experienced and new.

 

4.Is the BTCC Exchange trustworthy?

BTCC has a 13-year track record of secure operations, with zero security problems. Along with this,
it has adopted current security measures, making it a safer and more trustworthy environment than
its contemporaries.
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About BTCC
 

 

BTCC is one of the world’s oldest and most popular bitcoin exchanges. Bobby Lee created it in 2011,
with its headquarters initially located in Shanghai, China. BTCC contributed significantly to the early
development of the Bitcoin and cryptocurrency ecosystems.

 

BTCC initially concentrated on Bitcoin trading, but it gradually expanded its capabilities to cover
other cryptocurrencies as well. The exchange allows users to purchase, sell, and trade numerous
cryptocurrencies, including as Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), and Bitcoin Cash
(BCH), among others.

 

BTCC has received recognition for its strong trading platform, liquidity, and security precautions.
The exchange provides features such as spot trading, margin trading, and futures trading to
accommodate various types of traders and investors. It gives consumers real-time access to market
data, order books, and trading charts, allowing them to make informed trading decisions.
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BTCC has undergone various alterations throughout the years in order to adapt to the changing
regulatory landscape. It expanded its activities abroad, opening offices in other countries to serve a
global customer base. However, cryptocurrency legislation and availability may differ based on
jurisdiction.

 

As the cryptocurrency market evolves, BTCC remains a significant player in the industry, providing a
variety of services and contributing to the growth and development of the crypto ecosystem.

 

BTCC Pros
 

Established Reputation: BTCC is one of the oldest and most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges, having been operational since 2011. Its history in the market enhances its
credibility and trustworthiness.

 

A Diverse Selection of Cryptocurrencies: BTCC allows customers to access and exchange a
wide range of digital assets.

 

Margin and Futures Trading: BTCC provides margin and futures trading options, allowing
customers to expand their trading holdings and potentially increase their profits.

 

Proficient Trading Instruments: such as real-time market data, trading charts, and
technical analysis indicators. These tools can help users make informed trading decisions.

 

Security Measures: BTCC values security and uses a variety of safeguards to secure
customer payments and information. This includes two-factor authentication (2FA) and cold
storage of cryptocurrency assets.
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BTCC Bonus

BTCC bonuses apply to different categories of users. You can deposit and receive up to 10,055
USDT.  Every new user gets a 10 USDT coupon after completing their registration. You will also get
an additional 20 USDT coupon on completing your KYC verification.

Bonus On First Deposit And Trade

 

You will get a bonus worth 10 USDT when you deposit 200 USDT and above within 7 days of opening
an account. The reward includes a 5 trading fund and a 5 USDT coupon.
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If the deposit is 500 USDT and above, you will get a 20-trading fund. Furthermore, if you make a
cumulative deposit of 2000 USDT within 30 days of opening an account, you will get a 30 USDT
trading fund. Trading within 7 days of signing up will also earn you a 20 USDT coupon.

 

 

 

BTCC Futures Trading Bonus

 

You can earn bonuses from trading futures on BTCC within a stipulated time.

 



A cumulative future trade of 200,000 USDT and above will earn you a 10 USDT trading fund
and a 200 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 500,000 USDT and above will earn you a 20 USDT trading fund
and a 300 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 1 million and above will earn you a 50 USDT trading fund and
a 500 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 5 million USDT and above will earn you a 125 USDT trading fund
and a 1000 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 10 million USDT and above will earn you a 250 USDT trading
fund and a 2000 USDT coupon.
A cumulative future trade of 20 million USDT and above will earn you a 500 USDT trading
fund and a 5000 USDT coupon.



Other Bonus
Invite a Friend

Invite a friend to BTCC to get a 25% rebate on their trading fees. You can get up to 530 USDT in
rewards per referral.
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